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There are various advantages by connecting a network camera and MONITOUCH.
- The images of more than one connected network cameras can be displayed on one MONITOUCH.
- It is possible to establish a monitoring system at low cost as even 5.7” MONITOUCH is also compatible.
- It is easy to monitor the remote locations by connecting via Ethernet.
- The locations where it is difficult for cabling can be also monitored easily by connecting through wireless LAN.
[Traditional Way] Required an optional video unit (GU-00) to connect with a video camera for displaying the images.

5.7” unit
is not
compatible.

GU-00

GU-00

There are many
other spots that I want
to display…

×

Max.
4ch.

A small sized unit
is enough for this
equipment…

Required a large unit.

NTSC camera

NTSC camera

Ethernet

Network Camera

More than 4 network cameras
can be connected!

First in

MONITOUCH
industry
Supported with all sizes!
MONITOUCH

An image of the network camera,
which is connected via Ethernet,
can be displayed on V8. *2

Any sized V8 from 5.7” to 15” are
connectable with a network camera.

V8i series *1

Optional unit is NOT required!

*2

Only an image of one camera can be displayed
on a screen.

The system can be made at low cost.
*1

Except V806iM. Available only with 32K colors or more.

More advantages of using a network camera!
- Long-haul transmission is possible!

HUB

Max. length:
100m

- Supporting WLAN eliminates wirings!

WLAN

Wi-Fi Access Point

Max. length:
100m

Ethernet connection allows even the long-distance system
configuration easily.

It is easy to install the system even in the place where the
cabling is troublesome.

All brand names and product names in above are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Application Examples
It is possible to utilize in various applications by connecting a network camera with MONITOUCH.

-Surveillance of a large equipment

A large equipment which is difficult to
perform the visual check directly as well
as the inside of an equipment can be
monitored easily.

- Surveillance of the cargo
facilities

- Safety check of a crane

It is possible to make operations by
performing the safety check around the
crane as well as checking the package
visually.

The standby state of the cargo facilities
and the condition of the cargo can be
monitored.

More user-friendliness by more compatible network cameras!
- Network cameras by Panasonic are supported
with V-SFT-5 Ver. 5.4.11.0 and later.

Ethernet

Applicable series

V8i series *

Compatible cameras

AXIS
Panasonic

Expanded
compatible
model!

* Except V806iM. Available only with 32K colors.

[Operation Verified Models of Panasonic Network Cameras]
Panasonic
Network Camera

Model

BB-HCM581
BL-C111

Free version upgrade of the configuration software V-SFT-5
The configuration software (upgraded version) can be downloaded from the
following website.
(Membership registration is required.)
Website:

http://www.hakko-elec.co.jp/en/download/09vsft5/index.php

